
 in the Luangwa Valley 

Game drives are the most popular way to discover the park
and observe all the astounding wildlife and birdlife of South
Luangwa. We offer morning and afternoon game drives with
our qualified guides in customised open vehicles, and the
afternoon drive extends as a night drive.

The Luangwa Valley is one of the few places in Africa where
it is possible to walk amongst the wilderness. Under the

guidance of our professional guides and an armed national
park scout, you have the opportunity to safely discover the

secrets of the African bush up close and personal.

Our afternoon game drives continue after sunset to have the
unique opportunity to observe those animals which are active
only at night and to have a chance to see the larger predators
such as leopards, lions and hyenas on the move and possibly
hunting.

If you're a keen photographer and want to have more
control over your activities, private safaris with the
exclusive use of our vehicles and guides are the way to go.
You can immerse yourself in the African bush in total
solitude and away from other guests. Prior arrangement
necessary (extra charge).

South Luangwa is a paradise for keen bird watchers, with
over 420 recorded species of birds, including 39 birds of

prey and 47 migrant species. If you are a dedicated
ornithologist, we offer specialised birding safaris with our
passionate guides. Prior arrangement and private vehicle

recommended.



At Three rivers Camp you can enjoy a night under the stars.
Each tent offers it's own private sleep-out option, safely
connected to the tent for convenient access day and night.
Plush beds and a mosquito net, surrounded by the sounds of
the African bush. 

Photographic hides offer great photo opportunities. We have one at
the main lodge and one at Island camp. A great way to relax during

the day, watching wild animals strolling by and spotting the many
waterbirds.

You safari in South Luangwa

More activities

Skip the siesta and indulge with a deep-tissue massage or
treat yourself with a delicate facial treatment at our
intimate spa. If you prefer a good sweat, then head to our
little gym for a run on the treadmill. 

Expand your African experience with a cultural visit to town
and Project Luangwa. Learn more about wildlife preservation
with a stop at Conservation South Luangwa or take a tour of
the Chipembele Conservation Center.

Make sure to visit some of the talented artists of the valley and
support them while shopping for fun: Project Luangwa Craft

Shop, Tribal Textiles & The Artisans Market, Mulberry Mongoose,
etc.

Located at Kafunta River Lodge, our infinity pool is hard to
resist after a busy morning on game drives. Put your feet up on

one of the loungers or try out the only natural hot tub in the
Valley! Our hot tub is fed directly from a geothermal source.  


